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Modular system (1 to 3 modules)Modular system (1 to 3 modules)

480Vac, 3 phase models480Vac, 3 phase models

Multivoltage outputMultivoltage output

High frequency technologyHigh frequency technology

Superior energy efficiencySuperior energy efficiency

Standard or opportunity charge capableStandard or opportunity charge capable

Up to 20 preset customizable charge curvesUp to 20 preset customizable charge curves

Regeneration, desulphation and equalize modesRegeneration, desulphation and equalize modes

High stability of output parametersHigh stability of output parameters

Short-circuit and polarity inversion protectionShort-circuit and polarity inversion protection

4 color backlit display4 color backlit display

Programmable manually or by USBProgrammable manually or by USB

Statistics of the last 2000 charge cycles*Statistics of the last 2000 charge cycles*

Compatible with air mixing systems*Compatible with air mixing systems*

Free-standing* or wall mounted Free-standing* or wall mounted 
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CHARGER FEATURESCHARGER FEATURESCHARGER FEATURES

TECNIK HFM modular chargers are adaptable for a wide range TECNIK HFM modular chargers are adaptable for a wide range 

of battery types and capacities, also combining the flexibility of of battery types and capacities, also combining the flexibility of 

a multivoltage output. Compact and efficient means they take a multivoltage output. Compact and efficient means they take 

up less space and save more energy than standard chargers. up less space and save more energy than standard chargers. 

Additionally, easily swappable modules drastically reduce Additionally, easily swappable modules drastically reduce 

downtime and maintenance costs. The future of battery downtime and maintenance costs. The future of battery 

chargers is here... take advantage of it now!chargers is here... take advantage of it now!
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THE ADVANTAGES OF MODULAR POWERTHE ADVANTAGES OF MODULAR POWERTHE ADVANTAGES OF MODULAR POWER
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* With optional accessories* With optional accessories* With optional accessories
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CABINET DIMENSIONSCABINET DIMENSIONS

(D x W x H in Inches)(D x W x H in Inches)

CABINET DIMENSIONS

(D x W x H in Inches)

WARRANTYWARRANTYWARRANTY

2 Year Full  2 Year Full  

  
2 Year Full  

 

OUTPUT MAX OUT AC CURRENT CABINET

MODEL NUMBER VOLTAGE AMPS Ah / 6h Ah / 8h DRAW (A) TYPE

HFM-FU-4803-48/100 12 to 48 100 400 650 6.8 FF170

HFM-FU-4803-48/200 12 to 48 200 800 1350 13.6 FF250

HFM-FU-4803-48/300 12 to 48 300 1200 2000 20.4 FF350

HFM-FU-4803-80/100 12 to 80 100 400 650 13.6 FF250

CAPACITY

FF170    6.65 x 11.89 x 18.78FF170    6.65 x 11.89 x 18.78FF170    6.65 x 11.89 x 18.78

 FF250   10.00 x 11.89 x 18.78 FF250   10.00 x 11.89 x 18.78 FF250   10.00 x 11.89 x 18.78

 FF350   13.35 x 11.89 x 18.78 FF350   13.35 x 11.89 x 18.78 FF350   13.35 x 11.89 x 18.78
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4803 (480Vac-3ph)4803 (480Vac-3ph)4803 (480Vac-3ph)

MODEL NUMBERMODEL NUMBER

BREAKDOWNBREAKDOWN

MODEL NUMBER

BREAKDOWN

TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY

(High Frequency Modular)(High Frequency Modular)
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VOLTAGE/PHASEVOLTAGE/PHASE

   INPUT
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MAX OUTPUTMAX OUTPUT
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CURRENT
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VOLTAGE

HFM-FU-4803-48/100HFM-FU-4803-48/100HFM-FU-4803-48/100

4803 (480Vac-3ph)4803 (480Vac-3ph)4803 (480Vac-3ph)

OPTIONSOPTIONSOPTIONS

Floor standFloor stand

3 position visual signal column 3 position visual signal column 

Wireless communication (with module)Wireless communication (with module)

Fleet management system (with module)Fleet management system (with module)

Temperature compensation (with probe)Temperature compensation (with probe)

Automatic battery watering systemAutomatic battery watering system
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